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Enter the amazing World of Hobbits. Packed with photos from the new film, this book will tell you all

you need to know about these amazing creatures â€“ their appearance, appetites, homes, friends,

deadly foes and much more.
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This movie tie-in book provides a glimpse into the life of the Hobbits geared toward younger

readers. It is composed of stills from the movie accompanied by copy that details the culture of the

Hobbits. Highlights include their personality traits, description of their homes, and even a cute

Hobbit menu. Great for kids starting their journey into Middle Earth. And at 48 pages, it makes for a

nice quick read.For movie tie-in books geared for an older audience, I'd recommendÂ The Hobbit:

An Unexpected Journey Visual Companion,The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey Official Movie

Guide, orÂ The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey Chronicles: Art & Design.

alright before you buy this book Walmart has a exclusive digibook release of The Hobbit movie and

the book its basically this book. So if you want this book and the movie for one price then just get it

at walmart

This excellent book is a wonderful look at Hobbits and their world of Middle Earth. Chockfull of large

and colorful photos from the excellent movie of the same name, this book is an excellent book for



the young fan. Among the pictures included are ones of Bilbo Baggins (as played by Martin

Freeman), Gandalf the Grey (Ian McKellen), and all of the dwarves. There's even a typical Hobbit

menu included!Yeah, what can I say? I am always on the lookout for books for my eight-year-old,

and I am pleased to report that she loves this book! If you have a younger reader who enjoyed The

Hobbit, then you really should get him or her this book, they will LOVE it!

Hey, it's the Hobbit! What's not to love? Sure the book could be longer, but it is what it is. A really

nice book for the family to share. I's one of several really nice books on the subject of Hobbits and

Middle Earth. Those of us who started reading Tolkien from carved rock slabs and wood slats, really

appreciate books with type and photographs!

A wonderful summary. It was a nice touch to include the Hobbit menu. Bilbo character was cast

well. There are lessons to be learned from this story for young and old alike. Want to see this again,

and the booklet is a perfect companion to the film.

The artwork is wonderful-- but WARNING-- it's not the actual book by JRR Tolkien! It's just an

artistic companion to the recent movie!Even though the art is great, it was unethical to have the

same title as the actual book, with a line after that saying what it really is. The artist may not be to

blame, as the publishing industry as a whole has been going through hard times in recent years and

has gained a reputation for questionable marketing practices. Again, beware, this is not the actual

book that the movie was based on, it's a collection of art that, although really good, is not the book

that you may be seeking.

I don't like this book for Kindle. I can't even read most of the words they are so small. I am

disappointed.

Pictures are great, but text and maps are totally unreadable on the iPad,
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